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Welcome, year 11! This booklet contains about 10-15 hours of tasks to complete to prepare you for A level 

Psychology, which you’ve chosen to take at A level this September. The pack is designed to give you a 

flavour of what A level Psychology is all about. The pack will introduce you to some core psychological 

concepts and processes, to aid your understanding of psychology ready for sixth form.  

The work in these packs will take a long time, so you can break it up. Don’t feel you need to complete it all 

in one go! However the first 3 tasks has a July deadline. You can complete the tasks in this booklet in the 

spaces provided.  

You are required to submit me your completed ‘A level psychology preparation work tasks 1-3 by the 10th 

July. 

And your ‘A level Psychology preparation work tasks 4-8  by September 7th. I have also included an 

additional task and some film and book recommendations. 

Thanks Mrs Jones         rjones@gordanoschool.org.uk  

A Level course outline 

Year 12: Intro to Psychology Year 12-13: Applied Psychology Year 13: Options in Psychology 

Social Influences on behaviour Approaches in Psychology Issues & Debates in Psychology 

Memory Research Methods 1 Cognition 

Attachment in childhood Research Methods 2 (advanced) Schizophrenia 

Psychopathology (mental health) Biological psychology Forensic Psychology 

mailto:rjones@gordanoschool.org.uk
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Contents of this booklet – 8 tasks to complete 

Task- Content Page Completed? 

1. What is Psychology? 2-3  

2. Psychological research 4-6  

3. Key approaches in Psychology 7-10  

4. Psychological history 11  

5. Researching psychological disorders 11  

6. Ted talks and the Cornell technique 12-14  

7. Make something related to psychology 14-15  

8. Famous psychologists 16  

Extension tasks: The psychology of physical distancing.  16  

Recommended books 17  

Films related to Psychology 18-19  

Psychologists twitter links 20  

Useful websites 21  

 

Task One: What is Psychology? 
“Psychology is the scientific study of the human mind and behaviour.” 

This really means we are trying to understand what it is that causes us to behave the ways we do; why are 

some people depressed? Why are some people introverted and some extroverted? Why do some people 

become killers? Why do some people become obese and some have anorexia? It’s a sensitive subject, but 

the focus is always on: why are humans the way they are? 

Watch this short video to start you off: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Os1C000qxY 

Your first task is to help you garner an understanding of what Psychology is really all about. Use the 

internet (e.g. Wikipedia, YouTube and other sources) to research and understand what the following key 

terms mean and create a short definition for each in your own words.  

The most important thing in an A level is your understanding – so it’s not about having the “right” or 

“word-perfect” definition, it’s about you understanding what a concept means ☺  

Term Explanation 

Armchair 
psychology 

 

Experiment 
 

 
 
 

Observation 
 

 

Self-report 
 

 
 
 

Correlation 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Os1C000qxY
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Ethical issues 
 

 
 
 

Biological 
psychology 

 
 
 
 

Behaviourist 
psychology 

 
 
 

Psychodynamic 
psychology 

 
 
 

Humanistic 
psychology 

 
 
 

Cognitive 
psychology 

 
 
 

Social 
psychology 

 
 
 

Social learning 
theory 

 
 
 

Obedience 
 

 
 
 

Conformity 
 

 

Phobia 
 

 

Depression 
 

 

OCD 
 

 

Schizophrenia 
 

 

Validity 
 

 

Reliability 
 

 

Nature-
Nurture 
debate 

 

Free Will – 
Determinism 
debate 
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Task Two: Psychological Research 
“Psychology is the scientific study of the human mind and behaviour.” 

Psychology is about more than just “thinking about” why we behave the ways we do. We have to conduct RESEARCH 

to back up our claims and find EVIDENCE to support it. Below are summaries of 5 famous psychological research 

studies and a series of questions for you to answer after each, which you will need to submit. If you are interested or 

want further information, there are great YouTube videos of these studies you can watch. 

Milgram 1963 

Aim: to investigate if American citizens would be obedient even if it meant harming 

others, or if Germans in World War II were just ‘evil’.  

Method: a laboratory experiment 

Sample: 40 American males between 20 and 50 years of age from the New Haven 

area. 

Procedure: Participants were told they were taking part in a learning & memory experiment. They took the role of 

‘teacher’, giving what they thought were painful shocks to an actor who they believed was a fellow participant. In 

truth, there were no shocks. The fake shocks increased from 15 volts (a bit of a painful shock) up to 450 volts (which 

would kill you).  

Findings: 65% of Americans delivered 450V shocks (a lethal shock) to another citizen simply because they were told 

to do so whenever the actor pretended to get an answer wrong. 100% of the Americans delivered at least 300V 

shocks (also lethal) to another citizen.  

Conclusions: Americans are no less ‘evil’ than Germans and in fact humans simply are compelled to obey authority, 

even if it may cause harm to other humans. 

Questions: 

(i) Do you think this is a good study? Are the findings useful? Why/why not? 

(ii) Are the findings convincing? 

(iii) Is the sample sufficient for the study or is it small/biased?  

Piliavin, Rodin & Piliavin 1969 

Aim: to investigate if people will help out someone who is 

suffering on a train, depending on their race, age, how many 

people are around and if the suffering person is drunk/old.  

Method: a field experiment 

Sample: around 4500 passengers on the New York subway. 

Procedure: Experimenters got an actor to fake collapsing on 

the New York subway, and the number of people who helped 

and the time taken to help were recorded by secret (covert) 

observers. The race of the participants was also recorded. They changed the race of the actor, their gender and also 

whether or not they were pretending to be ill and collapsed or drunk and relaxed. 

Findings: 79% of victims (who were actors) received help from participants, but this number fell to 50% for the 

“drunk” victim. There was a race effect: black people were more likely to help black victims and white people were 

more likely to help white victims. The more people that were present in the train, the more likely it was that the 

passenger would receive help.  
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Conclusions: Ill people are more likely to receive help than drunk ones, women are unlikely to intervene and help out 

men, there is a race effect in helping behaviour, and the more people are present the more likely people are to help. 

This study showed an example of helping behaviour in a real setting. 

Questions: 

(i) Why might it be a good thing that this study was conducted in a real subway instead of a lab like 

Milgram’s research? 

(ii) Is the sample of this study good? 

(iii) Why is it helpful/useful to know the conclusions this study found? 

Loftus & Palmer 1974 

Aim: to investigate if leading questions can actually change people’s memories of 

an event they witnessed. 

Method: laboratory experiment 

Sample: 195 students at American universities 

Procedure: in study one, 45 students watched films of car crashes. They were 

then asked to estimate the car’s speed in response to a question. In the question, 

the verb used changed. The question was: “about how far were the cars going 

when the cars hit each other?” but the word hit could be changed to smashed, contacted, bumped or collided. In 

study two, 150 students went through the same process but later were asked if they had seen any broken glass at 

the scene (but there was no broken glass – it was a misdirect).  

Findings: In study one, the ‘contacted’ condition led people to estimate the car was going at around 32mph but in 

the ‘smashed’ condition they estimated it was going at around 41mph. In study two, people who had the ‘smashed’ 

condition were more than twice as likely to report seeing broken glass at the scene, even though there was none. 

Conclusion: the findings suggest that the way questions are worded can either change the memories of the 

participants or they indicate to participants that they should remember them in a certain way. 

Questions: 

(i) Why would this be useful for police interviewers? How might they change their questions? 

(ii) What is the problem with the fact that the car crashes were seen on videos? However – why did they 

HAVE to be videos and not real life? 

(iii) What are some of the ethical issues with the way the study was conducted? 

 

 

 

Bandura, Ross & Ross 1961 & 1963 

Aim: to investigate the extent to which children will repeat aggression that they’ve 

observed an adult doing on a doll.  

Method: laboratory experiment 

Sample: 72 children 

Procedure: One group of children saw an adult attack an inflatable doll (called a Bobo doll) in a play room. Another 

group of children saw the adult behave in a friendly way with the doll. All the children were then deliberately 

frustrated (by being taken to a room with toys but not being allowed to play with them) and then were left in the 

room with the Bobo doll and observed. 
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Findings: Children who watched the aggressive adult also repeated highly aggressive behaviour. The children who 

had not seen the aggressive adult however were not aggressive with the Bobo doll. Boys were more likely to imitate 

an aggressive man and girls were more likely to imitate an aggressive woman. Some children even used hammers 

and fake guns on the doll, if they had seen the adults doing the same. If they had not observed an adult doing this, 

they would not do this.  

Conclusions: Children are highly likely to imitate adult violence when given the opportunity to do so. 

Questions: 

(i) What does this study suggest about serious cases like the case of Jamie Bulger? 

(ii) What are the implications of this for letting children watch violent/horror movies and playing 

violent/horror video games? 

(iii) Is this a good study? What are some of the issues with the study? 

Casey et al 2011 

Aim: to test whether delaying rewards in childhood also leads to 

delaying rewards in adulthood 

Method: a longitudinal natural experiment 

Sample: 135 individuals completing a task at age 4 and again in 

their thirties. 

Procedure: At age 4, a group of children were asked if they 

would have one cookie now or wait and get two cookies later. 

Their responses were recorded. They also conducted brain scans at the same time and found that one area of the 

brain (the inferior frontal gyrus) was associated with impulse control. In their thirties, they had to complete a 

questionnaire asking about their behaviour such as their gambling behaviour. 

Findings: Participants who took the cookie ‘now’ (low impulse control) at age 4 also showed low impulse control in 

their thirties; this was related to low activity in the inferior frontal gyrus. Participants who waited for two cookies 

(high impulse control) at age 4 also showed high impulse control their thirties; this was related to high activity in the 

inferior frontal gyrus.  

Conclusion: The ability to have impulse control and to resist temptation differs between individuals but is likely to be 

lifelong; it also seems to be a biological thing over which individuals have little say.  

Questions: 

(i) Do you agree with the findings that impulse control seems to be biological? 

(ii) Why might this be a questionable conclusion- think for example about rapists/serial killers…  

(iii) What does this show about the nature-nurture debate and the free will-determinism debate which you 

researched in Task One? 

(iv) What are the potential strengths/limitations of this study – do you think it is a good piece of research? 

Why or why not? 
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Task Three: Key approaches 
Psychology is organised into several different approaches. Read through each of these 3 approaches. 

Then complete the questions – These will need to be submitted by July 10th. 

Behaviourism: 
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The Cognitive approach 
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The social learning theory 
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 Questions: Key approaches in Psychology 

Answer the following 20 questions and submit the answers with task 1 and 2 to Mrs Jones 

on firefly by July 10th. 

 To be assessed:  / 30 

1. Fill in the missing words: The behaviourist approach is only interested in studying 

behaviour that can be …………………. and ……………………… (2 marks)  

2. What is meant by an inference? (2 marks)  

3.  Damage to the Broca’s area in the brain could lead to an impairment in what? (1 mark)  

4. The cognitive approach focuses on mental processes. Name 3 of these. (3 marks)  

5. How are schemas developed? (1 mark) 

6. What is the difference between positive and negative reinforcement? (2 marks) 

7. Skinner conducted research mostly with what two things? (2 marks) 

8. What is the SLT often described as being, in comparison to learning theory and the 

cognitive approach (1 mark) 

9. Role models are more likely to be copied if they are what? (2 marks) 

10. What item does the cognitive approach us in an analogy? (1 mark) 

11. SLT is different to the behaviourist approach in what way? (2 marks) 

12.  Name two mediational processes (2 marks) 

13. Classical conditioning is learning by what?  (1 mark) 

14.Through scanning techniques the neural basis of what mental disorder has been found? 

(1 mark) 

15. In Pavlov’s research what kind of stimulus does the bell start off as, and then what type 

of stimulus does it become because of the association. (2 marks) 

16. What is the word used when a person copies the behaviour of a role model? (1 mark) 

17. Operant conditioning is learning by what? (1 mark) 

18. What was the dolls name used in Banduras research? ( 1 marks) 

19.What do cognitive psychologists use to study internal processes? (1 mark) 

20. Early behaviourists rejected using what method? (1 mark) 
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Task four – Psychological History 

You need to create an A4 Psychological History timeline. On your timeline you should include a 

number of features such as the ones below (but not necessarily ONLY these). To make a high 

quality timeline, you will need to do some additional research into what each of the events 

actually refers to – and why it might have been important to the development of Psychology. 

• The Curious Case of Phineas Gage,  

• Wilhelm Wundt’s Psychology Lab,  

• Foundation of the American Psychological Association,  

• Sigmund Freud publishes “The Interpretation of Dreams”,  

• Pavlov’s Dog Studies are published,  

• Carl Rogers publishes “Counselling and Psychotherapy”,  

• The first use of a brain scan in Psychological research. 

This will be the focus of the first topic we will study next year. 

A great link for this task is https://allpsych.com/timeline/.  

Task Five – Researching Psychological Disorders 

Your next task is to explore some psychology in the real world by looking at four of the following 

disorders. For each, you should create a short fact file: Example layout below. In your fact files you 

should refer to: 

➢ what is the disorder?  

➢ What are the symptoms? 

➢ What are the psychological causes? 

➢ How do psychologists treat this disorder?  

➢ Any other information 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Depression 

 Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (OCD) 

 Dissociative Identity Disorder (DID) 

 Anorexia Nervosa 

 Schizophrenia 

 Agoraphobia 

 Antisocial Personality Disorder (APD) 

 Obesity 

https://allpsych.com/timeline/
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Task six – TED talks: The Cornell technique 

Your next task is to learn how to use the Cornell technique and then use it to make notes from 

some videos https://www.wikihow.com/Take-Cornell-Notes   

 

 

 

 

Choices of TED talks: 

 

Research, reading and note making are essential skills for A level Psychology. You are 
going to practice producing “Cornell notes” to summarise some of the TED talks . You 
need to choose 3 TED talks, and complete notes in the following format for them: 

https://www.wikihow.com/Take-Cornell-Notes
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Task 7: Make something related to Psychology! 

You will have to do some internet research for this       

This task involves you making something related to Psychology. Here are lots of ideas – I want you to 

create the item and then include a picture of the item when you submit the activities – You can bring it in 

to show me in September as well (I WOULD LOVE THAT!) 
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Task 8: Famous Psychologists 

Research one of the famous Psychologists from the list below. You should research their life and produce a biography that 

includes: 

• Their childhood 

• How they became a psychologist 

• One of their theories 

• One example of a study they did or their practices (e.g. how they tried to support people with regards to their mental health) 

 

 

 

Extension tasks 

The psychology of physical distancing: This is a fantastic 

psychological interpretation of what is going on at the 

moment – Worth a read  

As lockdown rules ease in the UK but distancing guidance 

remains in place, how can we use group norms to make 

distancing easier for people at mass gatherings? John 

Drury, Stephen Reicher and Nick Hopkins have some 

advice. 

 https://thepsychologist.bps.org.uk/psychology-physical-

distancing  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://thepsychologist.bps.org.uk/psychology-physical-distancing
https://thepsychologist.bps.org.uk/psychology-physical-distancing
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Recommended books: 
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Films: Check the age ratings however! 
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Twitter: If you are on twitter it is quite useful to follow some psychologists- Below is a list of famous 

Psychologists on twitter. 
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Useful websites: 

 


